Graduate College: Office of Strategic Graduate Enrichment

Collaborate with ASU Units to Secure Funding for Training Grants
- Identify Funding Sources and Strategic Collaborators
- Provide Pre and Post Award Support

Build a Strong Networked Community Among ASU Units
- Determine Priorities and Assets to Facilitate Strategic Interdisciplinary Collaborations
- Leverage Resources and Investments to Advance Research
Office of Strategic Graduate Enrichment: Grant Support Services

- **Grant development support**
  - Broker relationships that can contribute necessary assets to strengthen a grant submission
  - Consult with Units on how to strategically leverage the Graduate College and/or graduate students/postdocs into their grant submission

- **Documentation support** Provide supporting documentation related to the GC’s level of participation on the project
  - Graduate College Services boiler plate language related to the supporting graduate students and postdocs in the grant
  - Biosketches for GC PIs and letters of support on behalf of the Dean
  - Budget development and justification section(s) related to the GC PI/key personnel/other costs

- **Project support-post award** Related to Graduate College’s level of participation on the grant
  - Facilitate submissions and financial reporting and ensuring applicable allocations are designated to the GC
Contacts for the Graduate College

- Jill Lemna, Manager, Office of Strategic Graduate Enrichment
  - Jill.Lemna@asu.edu; 480-965-8536

- Tamara Underiner, Associate Dean
  - Tamara.Underiner@asu.edu; 480-965-3542

- https://graduate.asu.edu